ONE BILLION RISING
REVOLUTION
Rising to Ensure a Safe Vadodara
for Women and Girls

2015

“We rise in solidarity against gender-based sexual violence with an ever stronger
and louder voice: Enough!! No more violence against women and girls!”

Olakh Volunteers at the OBR Fest 2015 and at International Women’s Day

RISING TO ENSURE A SAFE VADODARA FOR WOMEN AND GIRLS
Just like last year, in 2014/15 the One Billion Rising Campaign has been a great success in
Vadodara. In October 2014 we initiated the planning of the campaign together with our youth
volunteers, old ones as well as new ones, and those organizations that were actively involved
with the OBR events in 2013/14. In the process, representatives of many organizations
working with specially abled children, Government Schools, Architects, Urban Planners and the
Fine Arts Department of the Maharaja Sayajirao University joined the core group - and
together we discussed our ideas and aspirations and sculpted a series of events and activities
to ensure a safe Vadodara for women and girls as well as to commemorate the international
campaign that targets minds as well as hands.
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Children Rising Against Violence - Walk ‘n’ Paint on 14th November 2014

Children’s Band, Special Achievers and protesting girls during Walk ‘n’ Paint (left to right)

We launched the OBR campaign with 'Walk 'n' Paint' a quite unique event on 14th November
where specially abled and abled children raised their voice loud and clear for zero
tolerance to sexual violence. The entire program was centred on the children, who along
with young women and men volunteering in the event took the lead in mastering the
ceremonies. They spoke, they sang, they danced and they rose to end violence against girls
and boys.
More than 700 children from aided, unaided, special
and corporation schools participated in a ‘Zero
Tolerance to Violence’ walk, holding aloft banners
and posters calling for an end to violence and
injustice. They also participated in a wall painting at
Hill Memorial High School based on themes of
safety, security and inclusion. 41 specially abled
achievers were felicitated and given an award
during the event to publicly celebrate their talents
and ambitions. More than 100 volunteers were
involved in the planning and execution of the
programme. We are especially grateful to the group
of Fine Arts students and our volunteers, who put
their efforts into designing and executing the wall
painting with the children that remains as a
reminder to the society that each and every child
deserves a violence free, happy and fulfilled
childhood.

Children painting the wall of Hill Memorial High
School
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Walk ‘n’ Paint brought out great talent and creativity as well as a deep commitment by a large
section of youth and children. Organising an inclusive event was of special importance to us, as
the voices of the abled, but especially differently abled children are still only rarely heard in
our society. But One Billion Rising Revolution saw children of different abilities as well as
youth brought to the front of the campaign, creating an amazing sense of energy during the
start of the campaign already.
“Walk 'n' Paint was a big success.
For the first time in Vadodara,
such a big number of abled and
specially abled children, youth and
adults gathered to take a stand
for children's safety,“ states
Rahil,
Olakh
volunteer
and
coordinator of the event.

International Day to End Violence Against Women, 25th November 2014
After the campaign launch in November, Olakh
along with Corner Stone Foundation and a number
of MSU students of Social Work organised an
awareness program in a local community on 25th
November, the International Day to End Violence
Against Women, to discuss the connection between
safety and gender based violence.
Around 25 women and girls came together to hear
about the origins of the International Day to end
Violence against Women, to then separate in groups and talk about safety in the community
and personal experiences with violence, as you can see on the right hand picture.
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Youth Rising in Memory of Survivors and Victims of Violence
16th December, Nirbhaya Day 2014
“My mother-in-law threw me out of the house in front of all my family members. No

one came forward to speak up for me. And that devil was standing with the family as if
he was innocent and I was the criminal. Everyone blamed me, judged me, questioned my
character. […] What I learned from this is that if anyone tries to do anything with me
or my daughter I feel like Goddess Kali and fight back.” (Pratima, participant)
This bold statement was made by a woman during
our event on 16th December, where the audience
was asked to share their experiences with gender
based violence. Being sexually harassed by an
uncle of her dead husband, she and her daughter
were thrown out when she spoke up and took
refuge at her sister's house. By breaking the ice
and telling her story, she encouraged others to
share their stories of sexual harassment, eveteasing and racism in the discussion that Olakh A girl speaking up about her experience with
organised on 16th December at Rosary School,

sexual harassment on 16th December

Pratapgunj, Vadodara to commemorate the day of the brutal Delhi gang rape in 2012.
We screened various short films on gender stereotypes and gender based violence with the
aim to sensitize to stop sexual violence against women and girls and successfully initiated
debate on local safety and violence issues. The almost 150 participants, mainly youth, raised
their voice loudly against violence, proceeding to a candle light procession from Rosary School
to Fatehgunj Saffron circle, where we stopped for a vigil to rise in solidarity for Jyoti, better
known as Nirbhaya, and other women who have suffered a similar fate.

“Safety means, I can be wherever and whenever I want to be doing what I want to do,
without any fear.”

(Neha Sarwate, Urban Planner)
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DRUM, DANCE, RISE to ENSURE a SAFE VADODARA for WOMEN and GIRLS
One Billion Rising Fest - 14th February 2015
One Billion Rising was back again on the 14th February 2015! And this time it was a
REVOLUTION. Once again, more than 200 mainly young wo_men alike, stood up to end violence
against women and girls in Vadodara.

Children of the Goonj Programme performing a rhythmic dance

Olakh and FAFC (Fine Art Film Club of MSU, Vadodara), had invited the youth of Vadodara to
join the event - a film screening and debate with music and dance, to ensure a safe Vadodara
for women and girls.
Just like the previous year, we received overwhelming support from around 30 youth
volunteers to realise the programme – some of them new, some of them old and already
knowing the campaign from the previous years. In the run up to the event, they successfully
mastered the various tasks from finding collaborative organisations or preparing materials,
mobilising an audience and music acts, to choosing films/activities and providing refreshments.
On the day of the event, the auditorium of the Fine Arts Faculty filled up with almost 200
people. Welcomed by Kavita and Drudip, who led them through the whole event, they were
introduced to the history and meaning of the One Billion Rising campaign by Vivek and Priyal,
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who had already participated in OBR 2014. To introduce the OBR movement and the topic of
gender based violence, we screened the OBR short film, followed by various documentaries on
sexual harassment, gender stereotypes and more. We then asked several people to act
something ‘like a girl’ which gave way to a discussion about gender stereotypes. Asked how he
felt about acting how a girl fights after the discussion (which was ridiculously slapping and
giggling), one of the participants stated “I feel bad now. When I was in school I used to

play in the boy’s cricket team. Whenever someone in the team would just mess around
and not play properly we would say, don’t jump around and play like a girl. I didn’t think
about it at the time, but now I realise it is insulting for girls and we shouldn’t say it.”
We saw that even in a short discussion people become aware
about things that they have been doing unconsciously all
their lives. Eventually turning to sexual harassment and
safety in Vadodara, people not only shared their ideas about
safety in the city, but also personal experiences with
violence in and outside the family. Varsha of the local Astitva
foundation and participant at the OBR Fest, shares: “It was

very important to me to take part in the One Billion
Rising Event because safety is not only important for
myself. The programme has made it clear that safety
starts

in

necessary
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to
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generations.” To this end, the discussion ended with
everyone taking a pledge to never commit violence or
harassment and not accepting violence when seeing or hearing
of it.
To frame the film screening there was drumming, dancing,
singing and rising to end violence against women and girls music and dance provided the perfect atmosphere for the
event! The performance of a song especially composed for
OBR Fest, written and sung by Prarthi and Kavya welcomed
the participants to the event accompanied by the guitarists
Jesal and Manmay. More songs, such as the OBR song ‘Break
the chain’, performed by international volunteers Clara and
Malina or ‘Bekhof Azad Hai Jeena Muje’ performed by Olakh
Participants and volunteers during
the debate

volunteer Kajal, followed throughout the programme.
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Women drummers and singers performing during the OBR programme

Energetic women drummers Gautami, Joyesha and Devi added the full energy to the program
and it culminated with a rhythmic dance. At the end of the evening, all volunteers and children
from 'goonj' came together for a flashmob to raise awareness on issues affecting women and
girls, with bystanders joining in, all living and enjoying the moment with a mitreißend sense of
joy without fear and inhibition.
It was motivating and inspiring to see such a great number of youth engage in debate and show
willingness and determination to fight the violence. Priyal, volunteer coordinator of the event,
shared that “working towards safety for women just made me realise that it’s not about

comparison with other cities or people. Safety cannot be taken for granted.” Through
dance, drama, discussion and debate, the message to end violence against women and girls was
resounding loudly and clearly.
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We would like to extend our heartfelt thank you to the Fine Art Film Club for its collaboration
and the amazing work it did in mobilising audience and researching films. We are also grateful
to the Fine Arts Faculty for supporting us and opening their auditorium for the programme.
Most of all we want to thank our volunteers, who as always, were the backbone of the
programme and gave their heart, mind and dedication to the celebration of One Billion Rising.

International Women’s Day, 8th March 2015
“Equality means any woman should not be afraid of anyone. She should get equality of

rights each and everywhere. She gets that much freedom that she can talk to everyone
without any fear and with an open heart.”

(Priti, Olakh Volunteer)

Much debate has happened during the week preceding International Women’s Day on ‘India’s
Daughter’, a BBC Documentary made by Leslee Udwin about the Delhi gang rape in 2012 that
has been banned from Indian national television. After careful consideration of all the
arguments, we deliberately decided to take up this current issue and watch and discuss the
documentary on Women’s Day to make aware of its shortcomings for which we invited around
30 young people. Thereby, we wanted to ensure critical viewing and analysis of a film that
would now spread quickly precisely because of its ban.
And indeed, the screening of the one-hour documentary
was followed by a fruitful discussion on various topics
surrounding

the

film,

such

as

capital

punishment,

stereotyping, or legal aspects. We were happy to see that
all participants felt strongly about the topic and engaged
actively in the debate. One participant for example
brought up the question of anonymity, others criticized
the narrow perspective of the movie, making judgments on Participants during the debate on
Women’s Day

the base of one case only.

We concluded the discussion by reading out a letter
from Indira Jaising and other feminist activists to
outline various criticisms and asking NDTV to postpone
the screening until after the end of legal proceedings
of the case. This was a good way to give all participants
an understanding of those topics that had been
discussed from a feminist perspective.
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At the end we asked everyone to write down what an equal society means to them.

Olakh volunteers holding up their statements for an equal society

“A society who nurtures its people irrespective of their caste, sex, religion, or colour,
where opportunities are available for everyone is equal.”

(Vikas, Olakh Volunteer)

But because Women’s Day is not only about making space for women’s issues, we ended the
event with a celebration. Everybody had brought food and drinks to share and so all
participants spent the rest of the evening having snacks, playing with colours and talking about
the origins and meaning of IWD.

Future Direction
We want to channel the energy and enthusiasm that One Billion Rising 2015 has created into
our Safe Vadodara Campaign, which has been planned alongside the OBR events. Together with
several architects, urban planners, a great number of young professional volunteers dedicated
to the cause and with support from Kalpana Viswanath from the Safe Delhi Campaign, we
strive to improve our city environment and make the city gender inclusive. First steps in that
direction are a survey to determine problems in the physical and the social setting, followed
by safe city planning aiming to improve the physical aspects.

We will keep joining hands, keep rising
To ensure a safe Vadodara
For women & girls.
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During One Billion Rising 2015 we have been fortunate to be able to collaborate with many
wonderful organisations and institutions, namely Astitva Foundation, Disha, Baroda Citizen’s
Council, Corner Stone Foundation, United Youth Organisation, Diet and Nagar Prathmik Samiti,
Fine Arts Faculty of MSU, Fine Arts Film Club (FAFC) of MSU, Ksitij Band, and Baroda
Strikers.

We extend our deep gratitude to their support and commitment in their participation.
We would also like to thank those who with their generous support in hours, cash and kind have
helped to make this campaign possible: Sujal company for the hording space, Express Colour
Lab for film and photography, Goodies restaurant for Refreshments, Rediphone, Comfort
Realty, Jala Group, Compucare and our various individual wellwishers.
Last but not least we are immensely grateful to and for our volunteers, their enthusiasm, their
determination and their countless efforts in making One Billion Rising 2015 come to life.
On the Rise, always.
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The ‘December Octaves’ (Prarthi, Kavya, Jesal & Manmay) performing the theme song/ Volunteers at the
flashmob

OBR Theme Song
(words and music by the ‘December Octaves’)

It’s time to fight, for the right and to strike
Now we are not alone so we will rise…
Ab na sahe hum, sabse kahe hum...
It’s time to...
Todenge saari zanjire,
Payenge hum wo azaadiyan
Khudse hi apne takdire,
Likhneka ab jagayenge jazba..
Tode sare niyam, khauf ko kahe alvidaa..
It’s time to fight, for the right and to strike
Now we are not alone so we will rise…
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